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We find that the hypothesis made by Jan, Stauffer, and Moseley@Theory Biosci.119, 166 ~2000!# for the
evolution of sex, namely, a strategy devised to escape extinction due to too many deleterious mutations, is
sufficient but not necessary for the successful evolution of a steady state population of sexual individuals
within a finite population. Simply allowing for a finite probability for conversion to sex in each generation also
gives rise to a stable sexual population, in the presence of an upper limit on the number of deleterious
mutations per individual. For large values of this probability, we find a phase transition to an intermittent,
multistable regime. On the other hand, in the limit of extremely slow drive, another transition takes place to a
different steady state distribution, with fewer deleterious mutations within the population.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sexual reproduction is believed to have arisen alread
unicellular organisms@1,2# and simple organisms who en
gage in sex, either habitually or facultatively, especia
when the external conditions are unfavorable~e.g., certain
yeasts, fungi or the green algae Chlamydomonas! @3–5# are
extant today. Since for such simple organisms, each ac
fusion typically reduces the population by one~one offspring
is produced at the expense of two parents! how such a mode
of reproduction could have established a foothold in the e
lutionary game remains a puzzle@1,2#.

It is well known that the simplest unicellular organism
~which include bacteria! multiply asexually by cloning~mi-
tosis! resulting, modulo possible errors in replication, in tw
copies of the original cell. These organisms possess only
set of genes, and are known as haploids. By contrast,
loids, which comprise all the higher organisms, as well
many unicellular life forms, possess, at least in cert
phases of their life cycle, two~not necessarily identical! sets
of their complete genome. Although there is no firm e
dence to support this fact, it is speculated that sexual re
duction may have arisen simultaneously with the emerge
of diploidy, or at least soon thereafter@2#.

Many authors have argued@1,2,6,7# that diploidy presents
obvious advantages over haploidy, since such simple org
isms face an even higher rate of random mutations than m
complex beings. Having an unimpaired copy of the dama
alleles, and being able to make use of this copy in repair
the damage, presents a clearcut advantage. It is gene
assumed, moreover, that deleterious mutations are reces
so that in case an undamaged allele is present at some l
this will be expressed in the phenotype rather than the d
aged one, although it is not clear at what stage this mec
nism of dominance has come into play as an inherited fea
of genetic control.

The supposed advantages of fusion in giving rise
greater genetic variety, combined with these advantage
diploidy, have been studied via numerical models, by ma
groups@8–12,16#. Notably Redfield@8# has shown, within a
1063-651X/2001/64~6!/061908~13!/$20.00 64 0619
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constant population model, that unless there is a m
greater mutation rate for males, sex increases the mean
ness in a population, if a step-function-like survival functio
in the number of deleterious mutations is assumed. The n
rally occuring relative mutation rates for males, however,
apparently such that parthenogenesis would seem more
vorable than sex. Modifying Redfield’s model, Stauffer a
co-workers@9,10#, Bernardes@11#, and Cuiet al. @12# have
been able to show within ‘‘age structured’’ populations@13#,
that sexual reproduction can indeed lead to better res
Others@14–16# have discussed and modeled the proposit
that a parasitic infestation could afford sex with an advant
over both asexual reproduction and meiotic parthenogen
in the greater genetic diversity it provides. Pekalski@17# has
shown the superiority of sexual reproduction in adaptation
a periodically changing environment.

In this paper we would further investigate a very simp
model for archaic sex, which does not have any of the m
complex features discussed by the models cited above,
as sexual differentiation between males and females, or
structuring. We present computer simulations for several
ferent strategies, and compare their outcomes.

In a previous paper@18# we have shown that a finite
steady state sexual population may arise from a pu
asexual one, if an excess of deleterious mutations ca
haploid individuals to perform syngamy and become diplo
and diploid organisms to engage in sexual reproduction a
means of escaping death@19#. We assumed, as is general
done@8,10#, that mutations that lead to departures from t
‘‘wild type’’ ~the ideal type! are deleterious, and that delet
rious mutations are recessive. Under various different
sumptions regarding the subsequent mode of reproduc
~e.g., whether sexual reproduction is hereditary or not! and
of the number of offsprings, we found that the diploid pop
lation always persisted, and that it was consistently m
successful in escaping the effects of deleterious mutation

In the case where sexual reproduction was only practi
as a means of escaping death from too many deleter
mutations, but diploid cells were also allowed to multiply b
mitosis, diploid individuals completely took over the pop
©2001 The American Physical Society08-1
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lation. Thus, in one of our models~Model I! @18#, we were
able to demonstrate a possible scenario for the evolutio
the analogue of a ‘‘haploid-diploid cycle’’@1# where the or-
ganisms reproduce asexually as long as they are reason
fit ~or the conditions reasonably favorable! but engage in
sexual reproduction when the going gets tough@3,4#.

In the present paper we will test whether a thresh
mechanism for switching to sexual reproduction isnecessary
for the successful establishment of a sexual population.
simulate two strategies for the evolution of sex within a fix
population N of simple organisms, who are all initially
asexual~and haploid!, and subject to a constant rateG of
random mutations. Both haploid and diploid organisms
when the number of their expressed deleterious mutat
exceeds a certain number. We have also adopted a mor
alistic set of rules than in Ref.@18# for the mechanism of
dominance, that is, the expression of mutated alleles, tha
our previous paper@18#. Here we allow a mutated gene to b
expressed if the cell is homozygous for mutated alleles
this locus. Hence, the number of expressed deleterious
tations for diploid individuals is the numberm of different
loci at which the cell is homozygous for mutated alleles.

The first strategy~Model A) is the adoption, as in Ref
@18#, of syngamy and consequent diploidy when the num
of mutations exceeds a threshold, threatening extinction.
second strategy~Model B) involves a small but constan
probabilitys for the accidental conversion to diploidy, inde
pendently of the number of mutations~or, equivalently, the
fitness! of the individual. In ModelA, without habitual sex,
the diploids then engage in sexual reproduction when t
are similarly threatened by an excess of deleterious m
tions. In ModelB without habitual sex, they do so with
probability s. The cloning of sexual individuals is not a
lowed in either ModelA or B. We have also tested for th
effect of habitual vs nonhabitual sex.

We find thatbothstrategiesA andB lead to a finite steady
state sexual population, with typically a smaller avera
number of mutations~greater fitness! than the asexual popu
lation. Thus no threshold mechanism seems to be neces
for a successful sexual population to take hold. However,
habitual practice of sexual reproduction by diploid individ
als~i.e., those that are not facing extinction in ModelA) calls
for unrealistically large mutation rates in order for a mac
scopic sexual population to be established in the steady s

To be able to distinguish the contribution of diploidy~just
possessing two alleles of the same gene! from that of sexual
reproduction~leading to greater variability via fusion!, we
have also performed simulations on a purely diploid popu
tion, with an initial population again consisting only of th
wild type. We found that the steady state distributions of
sexual types had consistently more favorablem distributions.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In the ne
section we explain in detail the two models and we report
result of our simulations. In Sec. III, we display and exam
the mean field evolution equations and discuss our findi
in the light of these equations. In Sec. IV, we investigate
limits of strong and extremely weak driving of this syste
for G→1 andG→0, as well as a transition to chaos via a
intermittent route, found for large values ofs. A discussion
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of the results from similar models and directions for furth
research are provided in Sec. V.

II. MODELS FOR CONVERSION TO SEX

We represent the genetic code of each one-celled i
vidual with a bit string of ‘‘0’s’’ and ‘‘1’s.’’At each locus, we
have taken the value ‘‘0’’ to correspond to the wild type a
‘‘1’’ to a deleterious mutation~which we will call ‘‘muta-
tion,’’ for short, where this is not liable to lead to any co
fusion.! We use the bit defining the ‘‘sign,’’ to specify
whether the individual is asexual (1) or sexual (2). For
asexual, haploid, cells, we have one 15-bit string, where
for the sexual cells, we have two 15-bit strings that are
lowed to be different, i.e., the individuals are now diploid
Since the genetic difference between individuals of the sa
species is typically less than 10% even for simple organis
@20#, this rather short string for the genetic code may
considered as a coarse grained model for the complete
nome of the individual, which we divide up into differen
zones, retaining a ‘‘0’’ where there are no mutations, a
flipping the bit to ‘‘1’’ if there are one or more mutations i
this zone.

A mutation consists of flipping a randomly chosen b
except the sign bit, and it is implemented by scanning all
individuals in the population, and, with probabilityG picking
those to be mutated. Clearly there may be any numbe
mutated individuals at any one generation~time step!, the
number fluctuating aroundGN, where N denotes the tota
population.

The number of deleterious mutationsm is simply the
number of ‘‘1’s’’ for a haploid individual. For a diploid, the
number of ‘‘expressed’’ deleterious mutations is taken to
the number of loci at which both homologous alleles are
to ‘‘1.’’ This is how we model the mechanism of dominanc
of the wild type ~or, equivalently, the recessiveness of d
eterious mutations.! We will use the term ‘‘fitness,’’ loosely,
for L2m; thus increasingm will decrease the fitness of th
individual. The usual assumption made by biologists is t
each deleterious mutation decreases the fitness by a
factor, so that the fitness would decay exponentially withL
2m. Other functions have also been used@7#, which assume
a positive or negative correlation between the effect of s
cessive deleterious mutations. The fitness, or survival, fu
tion we have chosen is of the ‘‘truncation type’’@8#, i.e.,
essentially a step function, to describe the threshold beha
in switching to diploidy and sex under an excess mutat
load @18,19,21#. The probability of survival as a function o
m is given by a Fermi-like distribution@21#, P(m),

P~m!5
1

exp@b~m2m!#11
. ~1!

For largeb ~or low ‘‘temperatures’’T, in the language of
statistical mechanics, withb}1/T), P(m) behaves similar to
a step function@18#. Individuals withm.m die, those with
m,m survive, and those withm5m survive with a probabil-
ity of 1/2. In the present paper we have confined ourselve
the ‘‘zero temperature’’ limit, takingb510, which is large
8-2
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STRATEGIES FOR THE EVOLUTION OF SEX PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 061908
enough for practical purposes. The thresholdm was chosen
as 4, which allows for just sufficient variability of the typica
fitness of the steady state population without becoming
tally unrealistic as to the percentage of mutated domains
L515. A posteriori, it can be seen@22# that this choice for
the survival function favors sex most strongly, as was a
found by Redfield@8#, since it is tolerant to genetic diversit
for small deviations from the wild type, while strictly pun
ishing for m.m. For finite temperatures, this distributio
interpolates between the step function and the expone
decay~i.e., the Boltzmann distribution!. Reducingb would
correspond to increasing the noise in the system, and al
ing individuals with a largem to survive with a finite prob-
ability, while at the same time sacrificing some individua
with small m.

We keep the total population constant, as in the Redfi
model @8#, by making up for the deficit in the populatio
after all the bacteria have been either found fit for surviva
killed off according to the survival probability in Eq.~1!.
Asexual individuals multiply by simply making another cop
of themselves, namely by mitosis, while a pair of sex
organisms each contribute 1-bit string to their offspring a
die in the process.

We performed the simulations on a fixed population
N51000, for 16-bit strings. The total number of time ste
in each simulation is taken to be much larger than the t
necessary for the transients to die off and the system to s
down to a steady state. Since the probability to mutat
single gene in a diploid individual isG/(2L), on the average
the steady state is reached after 2L/G time steps, or, in othe
words, when the number of mutated genes in the popula
is greater than the total number of genes of one individua
all the simulations, the reported results are averages ove
runs. The fluctuations depend on the model chosen, howe
the relative error estimate based on one standard deviati
typically less than about 6%, as long as there is only o
fixed point for the dynamics. In the steady state, the dis
bution of the asexual and sexual populations overm are in-
dependent ofG, for G.1/N. The cases whereG,1/N and
G'1 have interesting consequences, and are discusse
Sec. IV.

A. Asexual steady state

We start with a set ofN initially identical asexual indi-
viduals, all identical to thewild type, i.e., all 0’s. Under the
conditions outlined above, without introducing sex, and
G>1/N, the population of asexuals settles down to t
steady state given in@18#, where the numbernH(m) of
asexual~haploid! individuals with m mutations isnH /NA
50.012, 0.098, 0.356, 0.531, 0.001 form50, . . . ,4,where
NA is the total number of asexuals~equal, at this stage to th
total population,N). In this region this steady state distribu
tion is independent ofG, which only sets the scale of time
That this should be so, is not self-evident, and only follo
from the form of the solution to the set of evolution equ
tions, as shown in Sec. III.
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B. Triggering sex

The alteration of the sex gene can be accomplished in
different ways. One can choose to trigger sex with a thre
old mechanism or define a constant probability for each
dividual to become sexual. These mechanisms are fur
discussed in the following subsections. In either case,
haploid organism first makes a copy of its own set of gen
as if it were going to perform mitosis, but then forms tw
gametes instead. One of these gametes will pair up wit
gamete from another individual who has been turned on
sex, and the other will be discarded. This conversion fr
haploidy to diploidy can be termed syngamy@7#, or fusion. It
should be noted that endomitosis~simple doubling of the
genetic material without subsequent cell devision! as a
means of making the transition to diploidy would not he
the organism in escaping the effects of an excess of de
rious mutations, since the two copies of the genome wo
be identical.

One should note that sexual reproduction may be imp
mented in different ways, resulting in different numbers
offsprings produced@18#. In this paper, we will define sexua
reproduction in such a way that when two sexual individu
mate they always give rise to one sexual offspring; thus,
population is reduced by one, each time an act of sex
reproduction takes place. Clearly, increasing the numbe
offsprings will increase the advantage that the sexual po
lation enjoys. Indeed, judging from our previous results@18#,
the number of offsprings exceeding two would lead to t
takeover of the population by the dipoid sexual types.

When two diploid cells engage in sexual reproductio
they each contribute one gamete towards a single dip
sexual offspring. Let us denote the two gametes as$Aa% in
one parent and$Bb% in the other parent. Then the genome
the offspring may be$AB%, $Ab%, $aB%, or $ab%. We do not
allow for crossover between the gametes during sexual
production. We are aware that recombination with crosso
leads to enhanced variability in the genetic code. This p
sents sexual reproduction with yet a further advantage,
would only strengthen our results. However, we have
frained from introducing it at this stage to be able to see
contribution of diploidy more clearly. Moreover, it is no
known@23#, whether recombination~i.e., with crossover! is a
feature that existed in very early forms of sexual reprod
tion. With a reproduction rate of once every 12 min, mu
tion in unicellular organisms is a much more effective mea
of adaptation.

1. Sex at the threshold of extinction: Model A

In Model A, alteration of the sex gene takes place on
under special conditions, namely, the threat of death du
too many mutations@19#. Once the asexual steady state
reached, we allow the sex gene to be ‘‘turned on’’ for t
least fit members of the population. In any pass through
population, if those individuals that are in the tail of th
distribution ~i.e., those withm>m mutations! survive, then
they are turned sexual by deterministically and irreversi
switching their sign bits to 1. Once their sex bit is turned o
these individuals will be labeled ‘‘sexually active’’ and ma
8-3
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with other sexually active individuals. If there is only on
active sexual at a certain time step then it must wait sub
quent generations until it finds a partner. After mating,
sexual individual becomes sexually inactive and the o
way for it to become sexually active again is to face extin
tion once more. The deficit in the population due to dea
and to sexual reproduction is then made up by copying r
domly selected asexual individuals.

In this model, therefore, there is no hereditary sexual
There is, however, a hereditary transition to diploidy. Th
gives an unfair advantage to the sexuals in that they b
enjoy the benefits of diploidy and escape the disadvantag
2→1 reproduction.

We see that forG;10/N the proportion of the sexuals i
the population saturates to;70% as shown in Fig. 1, an
remains at this value independently of the value ofG. In
order to obtain points nearG.0 one has to do very long run
to get accurate results, and these are discussed in Sec.
well as the chaotic behavior displayed whenG becomes too
close to 1.

The steady state distributions of both asexuals and sex
with respect tom are also independent ofG ~see Fig. 2! for
G>1/N and sufficiently smaller than 1. The peak of the d
tribution shifts towards lowerm values for sexuals@18#.

Model A with hereditary sex. We have also tested the ca
of hereditary, or habitual, sex, in which sexually active in
viduals can mate randomly either with sexually active in
viduals who have been converted to sex in that generation
with individuals who have already been converted in so
preceding generation. As in the case of nonhereditary
the population is allowed to grow back to its fixed value
cloning randomly selected asexual units.

This small difference results in a noticeable increase
the number of matings at each time step, and therefore le
to a decrease in the number of sexual individuals in
steady state. We have found that the steady state compri

FIG. 1. The percentage of sexual population vsG is plotted for
Model A where hereditary sex is not allowed, for a population
1000 individuals. The inset shows a larger range ofG where the
step-function-like jump is more apparent. Both curves represent
erages over 10 runs.
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macroscopic sexual population only forG.1/N. For G
,1/N, the average number of sexual individuals drops
about 1%, or around 10 individuals in a population ofN
51000. The sexual population increases linearly withG and
reaches only;15% ~as compared to 70% for nonheredita
sex! asG.1 ~see Fig. 3!. The m distributions are shown in
Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! for the asexual and sexual population
The peak of the sexual population has shifted to 1 as a re
of the greater number of mating events. Thus we may c
clude that hereditary and habitual sex in this model is p
ished more severely. The relative improvement in the m
value of m does not compensate sufficiently for the loss
the parents.

2. Mutating the sex gene with constant probability: Model B

Our second strategy for conversion to sex involves a c
stant probabilitys for the accidental conversion to sex, in

f

v-

FIG. 2. The distribution of both sexuals and asexuals over
number of expressed deleterious mutationsm, for Model A. G
51023. Hereditary sexuality is not allowed and the distributions a
normalized to unity over each population separately.

FIG. 3. The percentage of the sexual population vsG for Model
A with hereditary sexuality introduced. The total population is 10
individuals and the results are averaged over 10 runs.
8-4
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dependently of the distance, as expressed bym, from the
wild type. For this model~Model B), once the asexual stead
state is reached, at each generation we allow the sex ge
be ‘‘turned on’’ irreversibly, with a small probabilitys for
each individual. Similar to ModelA, these individuals will be
‘‘sexually active’’ and mate with other sexually active ind
viduals of that generation.~If there is only one active sexua
at a certain time step then it has to wait till it finds a partn
at a subsequent generation.! If we take sexual reproduction t
be nonhereditary, after mating the sexual individual becom
sexually inactive.~Within some subsequent generation it c
once more become sexually active with probabilitys.! The
deficit in the population is made up by copying random
selected asexual individuals.

We find ~see Fig. 5! that this scenario again gives rise to
steady state macroscopic population of sexuals, but i
smaller than the one in ModelA. The total percentage o
sexuals is a function ofs/G, as can be seen from the figur
and grows withs/G. In Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, we display the
distribution of asexual and sexual individuals over the eff
tive number of mutationsm, for two small values ofs andG.

FIG. 4. The distribution of the~a! asexual and~b! sexual popu-
lation with respect tom, for different values ofG for Model A with
hereditary sexuality. The histograms are normalized to unity.
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FIG. 6. Distribution of the asexual and sexual populations w
respect tom, for different mutation rates in ModelB, without he-
reditary sex.~a! G5631023, ~b! G5231023. The histograms rep-
resent averages over 10 runs for a population of 1000, ans
51024.

FIG. 5. Percentage of the sexual population vss/G plots for
variousG values for ModelB. Hereditary sexuality is not allowed
All the points collapse onto a single curve in the interval shown
8-5
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The characteristic sandpilelike@24# distribution of asexuals
is accompanied by a distribution of sexuals that is ag
shifted towards smaller values ofm. It is interesting to ob-
serve that raisings increases the total number of sexua
and therefore depresses the number of asexuals, as is
expected. However, it is not immediately obvious why kee
ing s fixed and decreasing the overall mutation rate sho
decrease the number of asexuals. Clearly, raisingG increases
the death rate of both types of organisms, but since the c
version to sex is not coupled to the increase in the numbe
mutations, an increasedG benefits the asexuals who g
cloned to make up the deficit population. For large values
s, a novel phase transition takes place, which is the sub
of Sec. IV.

Model B with hereditary sex. If the conversion to sexua
reproduction is hereditary, then at any given time step all
sexual individuals mate, except for the odd guy out. In Fig
we show the total percentage of the sexual population a
function ofs alone. One sees that the growth is very close
linear with s, however, the collapse as a function ofs/G
does not occur here. The curves extrapolate to zero as
50. As long ass.1/N one may have a small but nonva
ishing sexual population. For smaller values ofs, the num-
ber of sexual individuals again fluctuates very strongly an
of O(1) ~see Sec. IV!.

We have performed simulations on a purely diploid pop
lation with no conversion to sex, to be able to compare
advantages afforded by pure diploidy with those com
from sexual reproduction, under the same mutation rate.
G51/N, the steady state distribution for the purely diplo
population is 7, 27, 40, 26, and 0%, (61%), for m
50, . . . ,4,respectively. The steady state distributions of
the models involving a conversion to sex yieldm distribu-
tions for sexuals that are shifted to smaller values ofm than
those found for pure diploidy. Furthermore, the advantag
greatly increased in those cases where sex is hereditary
practiced more often.

FIG. 7. The percentage of the sexual population vss for various
G values for ModelB with hereditary sex. The growth withs is
linear for the differentG values.
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III. MEAN FIELD EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

To try to understand analytically some of the featur
found from the simulations, we have examined the behav
of the iterative equations that can be obtained for the diff
ent densities involved. These equations follow directly fro
the definitions of the various rates and densities involv
The only assumptions needed are that~i! the hydrodynamic
limit obtains, i.e., that the number of events per generat
are correctly given by the product of the relevant rates a
the densities, and~ii ! each individual is able to sample th
total population when it picks a mate. It is because of
latter assumption that we refer to the equations as ‘‘m
field’’ if all the individuals can pair with each other at an
instant, it means that the interactions are of ‘‘infinitely lon
range.’’ On the other hand, in the limit of very slow driving
the first assumption breaks down and the simulation res
depart from the iterative solution of the hydrodynamic equ
tions, due to the eventually discrete nature of the pheno
enon. This is discussed in Sec. IV B. Moreover, as we sh
in Sec. IV A, the iterative equations tend to smooth out
intermittent route to chaos that we observe in the numer
simulations, in the limit of strong driving~very large muta-
tion rates!.

Given that the mutation rate per individual isG, and that
any of theL bits have equal probabilities of being hit, we s
that in each generation, a haploid makes a transition fro
state withm mutations to one withm11 mutations with the
probability Tm,m11(G)5G(L2m)/L. If a mutation hits the
same bit twice, its value will be reset to ‘‘0,’’ so tha
Tm,m21(G)5Gm/L gives the probability per generation th
a haploid withm mutated bits makes a transition to a sta
with one less. All other elements of this transition matrixT
are zero, since each individual is tested only once to see
will undergo a mutation~with probabilityG) and if yes, only
1 bit is mutated at random.

For low temperatures and form54, the survival probabil-
ity is given by

P~m!5H 1, m50, 1, . . . ,3

1

2
, m54

0, m.4.

~2!

A. Asexual steady state

The time-evolution equations for the asexual populati
with nH(m) being the number of individuals withm mutated
genes, are, with the above definition of the mutation mat

nH~m,t11!5~12G!nH~m!1 (
d561

Tm1d,mnH~m1d,t !

2@12P~m!#nH~m,t !

1(
m8

@12P~m8!#nH~m8,t !nH~m,t !/NA .

~3!
8-6
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The first two terms describe the building up of the mutat
load, i.e., ‘‘Muller’s ratchet’’@6#, the third term subtracts of
the number of individuals withm mutations that die off with
probability 12P(m). The last term is the source term, ari
ing from the replacement of the deceased individuals by r
domly cloning the extant ones andNA5(mnH(m) is the
total number of asexual individuals.

For largeb ~sayb510), one effectively has

nH~m,t11!5~12G!nH~m,t !1 (
d561

Tm1d,mnH~m1d,t !

1
1

2
nH~4,t !nH~m,t !/NA ~4!

for m,4. The source term@12P(4)#nH(4)nH(m)/NA has
been replaced by its value12 nH(4)nH(m)/NA , and it is as-
sumed thatnH(m.4)[0. This assumption is supported b
numerical data in the steady state.

Note that forGN;O(1), nH(4) will be small, i.e., of the
order of unity. Form54, this enables us to put the sour
term in the last equation equal to zero, since it will be
O(1/N) while the other terms are ofO(1), and we get

nH~4,t11!5~12G!nH~4,t !1 (
d561

T41d,4nH~41d,t !

2
1

2
nH~4,t !

5~12G!nH~4,t !1G~123/L !nH~3!

2
1

2
nH~4,t !. ~5!

Then we see that in the steady state, one may rep
nH(4)/2 appearing in the source terms byG@(1
23/L)nH(3)2nH(4)#. This leads to equations that are h
mogenous inG in the steady state, yielding, therefore,
steady state distribution of the population between sexua
asexual individuals that are independent ofG at least forG
>1/N ~see Fig. 1!. Iterating these equations leads to a stea
state with anm distribution that is in agreement with th
simulation results@18#.

B. Coexisting asexual and sexual populations

We now define a new quantitynD(m) as the number of
m-mutation strings thatbelong to a diploid organism. The
expected number of diploid organisms withm expressed del-
eterious mutations can be obtained, once thenD(m) are
known.

The probability for two strings withm1 andm2 mutations
~i.e., bit set to ‘‘1’’! to give rise tom loci at which both bits
are ‘‘1’’ can easily be calculated. It is given by

p~m;m1 ,m2!

5
m1!m2! ~L2m1!! ~L2m2!!

L!m! ~m12m!! ~m22m!! ~L2m12m21m!!
, ~6!
06190
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for L2m12m21m.0 and 0 otherwise. This expression
symmterical inm1 andm2, both of which must be greater o
equal tom. The number of diploid organisms withm ex-
pressed mutations is then

ns~m!5
1

2 (
m15m

L

(
m25m

L*

p~m;m1 ,m2!nD~m1!nD~m2!/~2NS!,

~7!

whereNS5(m50
L ns(m) is the number of diploid organisms

andL* 5min@L,L1m2m1#. The factor of1
2 out front comes

from converting from the number of gametes that are me
bers of diploid organisms withm expressed mutations, to th
number of such diploid organisms. The fact
nD(m2)/(2NS) in the sum is the probability of encounterin
a gamete withm2 mutations as the other member of the p
making up the diploid organism.

A similar computation leads to the number of diploid i
dividuals who die as a result of too many mutations,

DD5
1

2 (
m50

L

(
m15m

L

(
m25m

L*

@12P~m!#

3p~m;m1 ,m2!nD~m1!nD~m2!/~2NS!, ~8!

whereL* is defined as above.
The number of gametes withm mutations, which get re-

moved because they happen to be members of diploid or
isms that die, is

dm5 (
m950

L

(
m850

min[m,m9]

@12P~m8!#

3p~m8;m,m9!nD~m,t !nD~m9,t !/~2NS!. ~9!

We must also define the number of gametes withm bits set to
‘‘1,’’ that can take part in sexual reproduction, which is

d̃m5(
m8

L̃

p~4;m,m8!nD~m,t !nD~m8,t !/~2NS!, ~10!

where L̃5min@L,L142m#. Since d̃m is only defined form
>4, L̃5L142m. Note that(m54d̃m52ns(4).

Here we have only considered the scenarios without
bitual sex.

1. Model A

We now have, from Eqs.~4! and~5!, for sufficiently large
b

nH~m,t11!5~12G!nH~m,t !1 (
d561

Tm1d,mnH~m1d,t !

2dm,4nH~4,t !1F3

4
nH~4,t !1DD~ t !

1
1

4
ns~4,t !GnH~m,t !/NA . ~11!
8-7
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The terms proportional toG are due to random mutation. Th
coefficient of the Kronecker deltadm,4 is nH(4) since all of
the asexuals withm54 are removed either due to death
conversion to sexuals. The final term represents the num
of m-mutation haploids that get cloned to keep the popu
tion constant. The expression in the square brackets is
number of individuals that get removed from the populat
and determines the strength of this source term. The 3/4
tor multiplying nH(4) comes from two parts: one-half of th
haploids with 4 mutations die; the other half is converted
sex, and mate, their number being once more halved
result, contributing (1/4)nH(4) to the ‘‘removals.’’ DD
@which is5(1/2)ns(4) for largeb# is the number of diploids
that die, and (1/4)ns(4) comes from half of them54 diploid
population being converted to sex, their number being o
more halved when they mate.

The dynamics of the number of stringsnD(m) that make
up diploid organisms is given by

nD~m,t11!5S 12
1

2
G DnD~m,t !

1 (
d561

Tm1d,mS 1

2
G DnD~m1d,t !2dm~ t !

2
1

4
d̃m1dm,4P~4!nH~4,t !. ~12!

For diploids, the probability of a mutation hitting any on
gene is halved, because there are twice as many of them
dm term is the number ofm gametes that are removed as
result of death, and in practice~for largeb) is nonzero only
for m>4. The next term gives the reduction in the number
m gametes as a result of sexual reproduction. A factor of
comes from the probability to engage in sex, and anot
from the fraction of gametes that are discarded as a re
Finally, there is a contribution from the conversion of ha
loids to diploids. We have neglected the situations where~a!
there is only one active sexual individual present, so tha
mating can take place and a gamete is discarded, or~b! there
is only one haploid strand with 4 mutations, and therefore
pairing of two such haploids can take place to give rise t
diploid. It can be checked explicitly that Eqs.~11! and ~12!
conserve the total population.

Iterating these equations leads to a steady state dist
tion that is roughly compareble but not identical to the sim
lation results~see Table I!. For G51023 the percentage o
the sexual population is 24% of the total, and saturate
36% asG is increased, as compared to 70% from the sim
lations. This discrepancy seems to come from the fact
the dynamics is really driven by the strongly fluctuati
small population atm54, and mean field theory is simpl
not able to capture this.

The distribution overm is also modified. One sees that th
distribution of the asexuals is quite similar to the simulati
results, while the peak of the sexual distribution has shif
to m51 fromm52. This indicates that the mean field theo
overestimates the effect of remixing, as is to be expec
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since the gametes, instead of being paired in a definite wa
any given moment, are perpetually part of a single gene p

2. Model B

In this case we have a uniform probability for conversi
to sex. The equations become

nH~m,t11!5~12G!nH~m!1 (
d561

Tm1d,mnH~m1d!

2@12P~m!#nH~m,t !2snH~m!

1H (
m8

@12P~m8!#nH~m8!1
1

2
sNA

1DD~ t !1
1

2
sNS~ t !J nH~m!/NA . ~13!

Here, haploids are converted to diploids and removed at
rate ofs, and the reduction in the population due to mati
of recent converts gives the12 sNA term in the source. The
sexuals moreover mate among each other with probabilitys,
which leads to a further sink with strength12 sNS . Apart
from these, the terms are identical to Eq.~11!. The dynamics
of the m gametes are

TABLE I. The distribution of the population with respect to th
number of expressed mutations, obtained from an iteration of
mean field equations for ModelA.

G51023 G51022

m Asexual% Sexual% m Asexual% Sexual%

0 0.9 8.5 0 0.8 9.4
1 7.8 11.0 1 6.5 16.2
2 26.7 4.4 2 22.3 8.8
3 40.1 0.6 3 33.8 1.9
4 0.0 0.0 4 0.1 0.2

Total 75.5 24.5 Total 63.5 36.5

TABLE II. The distribution of the population with respect t
number of expressed mutations, obtained from an iteration of
mean field equations for ModelB.

s/G50.01 s/G51.00

m Asexual% Sexual% m Asexual% Sexual%

0 2.9 9.3 0 1.7 32.2
1 14.3 3.0 1 8.3 14.7
2 32.4 0.4 2 18.8 2.3
3 37.7 0.0 3 21.9 0.1
4 0.1 0.0 4 0.0 0.0

Total 87.3 12.7 Total 50.7 49.3
8-8
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nD~m,t11!5S 12
1

2
G DnD~m,t !

1 (
d561

Tm1d,mS 1

2
G DnH~m1d,t !2dm

2
1

2
snD~m,t !1snH~m!. ~14!

In this case, the iterations of mean field equations yield
sults~see Table II! that are much closer to those found fro
the simulations.

The evolution equations, which we have written as diff
ence equations, are of course nonlinear. In the simplest
of asexual reproduction@Eqs.~4!, ~5!# this second order non
linearity comes purely from the condition of a fixed fini
population, and appears in the source term for the restora
of the population to its fixed value by randomly sampling t
asexual population and cloning it. With the introduction
sex, the source term in the equations for the asexual or
isms ~11! and ~13! acquires a contribution from the numb
of sexual individuals that are removed either through de
or through sexual reproduction. Such terms contain non
earities up to third order. We expect to find nontrivial beha
ior in the limit of large nonlinearities in these equations, a
this turns out to be the case, as we explore in the next
tion.

IV. LIMITS OF STRONG AND EXTREMELY WEAK
DRIVING, CHAOTIC BEHAVIOR

A. The limit of strong driving

An inspection of the hydrodynamic equations describ
the system, presented in the last section, leads us to su
that the nonlinearities in the problem could give rise to c
otic behavior when their amplitude is sufficiently large.
this section we present results obtained in the strong driv
limit from numerical simulations of the stochastic mode
and from iterations of the hydrodynamic equations.

We have performed simulations in the limit ofG51 and
found that for ModelA with hereditary sex, the system be
comes unstable. The total asexual population and se
population display oscillations with a period of 2 time step
The m distributions also oscillate for both populations, wi
the same period, the amplitude of the oscillations be
much larger for the asexuals. For such large values ofG, at
each time step a large number of asexuals are driven to l
m values and are converted to sexuals, they mate, and re
their expressed mutations. This leads to a macroscopic
tuation in the number of sexuals, with the halving of t
mating population, which then causes a very large numbe
asexuals to be cloned in turn. The time average of the se
population is depressed slightly below the saturation valu
a result, as can be seen in Fig. 3. These oscillations are
observed in the iteration of the mean field equations.

A much more striking behavior is found in ModelB for
large values ofs. As we increase the value ofs, the prob-
ability of random conversion to sex, beyond about 0.05
spectacular transition takes place to a strange attractor fo
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dynamics of both the asexual and sexual populations
place of the well convergedm distributions for both asexua
and sexual populations, shown in Figs. 6 one observes
both distributions are intermittently switching between se
eral metadistributions. The average value ofm computed
over the asexual and the sexual populations is shown in
8, and displays this striking intermittent behavior, where
distribution of the two populations becomes much mo
closely coupled than in the lowers values. They now move
more or lessin phase, and their excursions take them all th
way down to the wild type. Now it is only possible to tal
about a distribution of distributions. To display this graph
cally, we have plotted the distribution of the average num
of expressed mutations in the two populations,^m&a and
^m&s , as a function ofs. In Fig. 9, we show three dimen
sional plots for these distributions, compiled over 104 time
steps for each value ofs. In Fig. 10, a contour plot of the

FIG. 8. The intermittent variation with time of simulations re
sults for~a! ^m&a , the average number of mutations for the asex
population, and~b! ^m&s , the average number of expressed mu
tions for the sexual population, in ModelB, for s50.5. The aver-
ages are taken over the population at timet. G51023. It is clearly
seen that there are two metastable states. The figures show a
dow of 104 time steps after the transients are dropped.
8-9
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FIG. 9. A three-dimensional plot showing th
branching distributions of~a! ^m&a ~b! ^m&s with
respect tos. After a threshold ats;0.05, the
distribution displays more than one peak. Thez
axis indicates the relative weights of these pea
The total population is 1000 and the figure repr
sents single runs of 104 steps after transients, fo
eachs value.
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same distribution as in Fig. 9 are shown. It is possible to r
off from the contour plots that the transition is taking pla
aroundsc.0.05.

Besides being intermittent, this transition has a dram
effect on them distribution of the sexual population, in that
shifts it to much higher values. It can be seen in Fig. 10~b!
that for s,sc , the meanm for the sexual population is
^m&s;0.75, while for larges it is comparable to the corre
sponding value for the asexual population, closer to 3. T
reason seems to be that with the great depletion of the p
lation when too many individuals are being switched on
sex and engaging in sexual reproduction, the asexuals
cloning too many identical copies to make up for the defi
When these are subsequently turned sexual and mate am
each other, ‘‘inbreeding’’ takes place. There is not sufficie
genetic diversity for sex to lead to sufficient mixing an
therefore an amelioration of the effective fitness.
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We have iterated the mean field equations~13! and ~14!
for Model B and found that this intermittent behavior is su
pressed. The sexuals simply evolve along the lower bra
that in the simulations has the smaller weight, while t
asexuals evolve along the higher~largem) branch, which has
the greater weight in the simulations, and the evolution
completely stable. Fors50.9 andG50.1, ^m&a52.43 and
^m&s50.47.

B. The limit of infinitely slow driving „G\0…

We find that for very slow driving, below a threshold
G;1/N, there is an abrupt transition to qualitatively differe
m distributions in both the asexual and sexual population

In the purely asexual population without any conversi
to sex, forG,1/N, we find a qualitatively different asexua
steady state, where them distribution has shifted to lowerm
8-10
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STRATEGIES FOR THE EVOLUTION OF SEX PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 061908
values~compare with Fig. 2 of@18#! and no longer has the
characteristic minimally stable sandpilelike@24# distribution.
For G510245(10N)21, over a run of 106 steps, we find
nH(m)/N.0.03, 0.14, 0.44, 0.39 form50, . . . ,3 respec-
tively, where the peak has moved tom52 from m53, and
broadened towards the left.

Once sex is turned on in ModelA, we similarly observe
that the peaks in the distribution of the asexual and sex
populations have shifted to lowerm values (m52 and m
51 respectively! for G,1/N, as shown in Fig. 11. Although
the total sexual population is relatively small here, we ha
checked that the fluctuations in the histogram over ten
ferent realizations stay small.

Iteration of the dynamical equations, on the other ha
reveal no transition atG;1/N, and, for the asexual stead
state, converge to the same steady state distributions as f
for G.1/N. In Fig. 12, we show the time series fornH(m)
(N5100) for the asexual population without conversion
sex. At timet50, the largest density is of course atm50,
and then the maximum shifts successively tom51,2 and

FIG. 10. Contour plot corresponding to Fig. 9, showing t
branching of~a! ^m&a ~b! ^m&s , ass increases, for a population o
1000, computed over 104 time steps.
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finally to m53 where it stabilizes. This is a graphic man
festation of the breakdown of the hydrodynamic approxim
tion in the weak driving limit.

The mechanism for the transition can be understood
follows. In the simulations one has to wait around until, w
a very low probability, a discrete individual is pushed ov
the m54 barrier, dies, and a live organism is cloned at ra
dom to replace it. The separation of the time scales for m
tation ~and eventual death! and the immediate replenishme
from the distribution at that instant, is what gives rise to t
transition. On the other hand, the mean field equations
scribe a situation with a weak but steady seepage due to
nonvanishing mutation rate, and this prevents the transi
from taking place.

Biologists denote the threshold mutation rate, bel
which the population is peaked atm50, i.e., around the wild
type, as the ‘‘error threshold’’@25–27#. Above this threshold,
it is generally observed@26,27# that there is a sudden delo
calization of this peak to a finite value ofmÞ0. Strictly

FIG. 11. The distribution overm for ~a! asexual~b! sexual popu-
lations, for different values ofG for Model A, without hereditary
sex. The steady state distribution changes and the peak of the
tribution shifts to a smallerm value as one lowers theG value
below the threshold 1/N51023.
8-11
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ERKAN TÜZEL, VOLKAN SEVIM, AND AYŞ E ERZAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 061908
speaking, this is a nonequilibrium phase transition@26# only
in the thermodynamic limit, whereL, the size of the genome
goes to infinity. Nevertheless, what we have here is a fi
system manifestation of the same phenomenon. The tra
tion that we observe atG;1/N suggests that at even small
values ofG ~and for largerL) there could be yet other tran
sitions where the the peak in the distribution would sh
down tom51 and eventuallym50.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The mechanism of random conversion to sex, in the p
ence of a constant rate of mutation, investigated in this pa
as a scenario for the maintanence of a macroscopic se
population, is in fact very closely related to ‘‘coevolution
cell senescence and diploid sexual reproduction in unice
lar organisms,’’ studied by Cuiet al. @12#. In this paper a
‘‘senescence clock’’ ticks off a finite lifetime for each b
string. Sexual reproduction~conjugation! resets the senes
cence clock; unless this happens after a number of gen
tions of cloning, the offspring stop dividing and die.

Our Model B can be seen as a simpler version of t
model proposed by Cuiet al., with an intrinsic mechanism
provided by Muller’s ratchet@6#, for cell senescence. Th
constant mutation rate sets the time scale for the surviva
any given individual, unless it succeeds engaging in s
with a given probability~our s). A survival function @Eq.
~1!# leads to the elimination of genomes carried by hapl
individuals multiplying by asexual reproduction, once th
have accumulated too many mutations as a result of
longed exposure to the constant mutation rate@1,6#.

Our Model A goes one step further, in that it makes t
number of mutations~the cell clock!, provide the triggering
mechanism for the transition to diploidy and sex. It is gra
fying to find that this is a more successful strategy for est
lishing a sexual population than a constant rate of conver
to sex.

Chopardet al. @28# have pointed out that care must b

FIG. 12. The iterated solutions of the equations for the pur
asexual population, without the introduction of sex, as a function
time for different values ofm. G51024.
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taken in the investigation of finite populations, amplifiyin
and stabilizing small fluctuations that in the thermodynam
limit would be attenuated to zero. They emphasize the
portance of spatial variations that cannot be captured
mean field theories. In this paper we have demonstrated
relevance for finite populations of discrete stochastic eve
whose effect in the very weak driving limit cannot be ca
tured by the ‘‘mean field’’ equations. In the very weak dri
ing limit the system is below the hydrodynamic regime, a
exhibits a qualitatively different phase than that described
the continuum approximations.

In a recent paper Pekalski@17# has studied a model that i
in many ways similar to ours. There the success of sex
reproduction, meiotic parthenogenesis, and asexual re
duction, in maintaining a finite population in the face of p
riodically changing environmental conditions and a const
mutation rate, is studied in terms of the relative sizes
the populations. Age is included in the model as a param
that reduces the fitness. The populations do not interact.
findings are that meiotic parthenogenesis and sexual re
duction are more favorable than mitotic reproduction, w
slight differences between them depending on the pre
conditions.

We may conclude that the advantage of sexual reprod
tion over pure diploidy, in leading to greater fitness a
therefore to a reduced mortality rate, comes more stron
into play with a sufficiently large frequency of mating, a
found for the hereditary and habitual practice of sex in b
Models A and B. This frequency is driven by the mutatio
rate G in Model A, and by the probabilitys in Model B,
namely, the same mechanism as the conversion from h
loidy to diploidy. On the other hand, greater frequency
mating, with the fusion of two gametes, one from each p
ent, means a ‘‘2→1’’ reduction in numbers, and this effec
competes with the advantage gained from increased fitn
leading to a saturation of the sexual population at increa
rates, to;15% asG→1 for Model A, and ;10% ass
→1 for Model B.

It is important to note that in both models the steady r
of conversion from haploidy creates a small but vital sou
of diploid and~for hereditary sex! sexual organisms. Result
on the autonomous viability of the sexual population, af
the steady conversion from the haploid population has b
switched off ~but mitosis allowed for the diploids!, will be
reported in a future publication.

Further work is in progress, to investigate the effect
finite temperature, and of including the possibility of gene
crossover and meiotic parthenogenesis, in our models.
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